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Friends of the Goods Shed 
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Community, Creativity, Culture  
 

Off the Rails – The Goods Shed Reaches out to the Community 

The Goods Shed held its first dedicated community event on Sunday 5th September at which all the 
entertainment was free. And what entertainment!  Taking full advantage of the clement weather 
and making full use of the Goods Shed’s facilities, especially the outdoor platform, there were 
performances to suit all tastes.  Kicking off the day were the jazz duo Holder and Smith, and they 
were followed by the classical guitarist Alan Brinley Shaw and the Big R Band.  A variety of folk artists 
included Becky Dellow, Dryadic and Folk On.  For the younger people there was storyteller John Row, 
Magical Timmy and the talented Aisling Dacre with her amazing hula hoop tricks. 

The size of the attendance was very pleasing as the aim was to introduce as many people as possible 
to the wonderful opportunities that there are at the Goods Shed.  Sadly, many Tetburians are still 
not fully aware of the opportunities to see and hear live art performances there.  The number of 
people attending gave Sasha at the café and all the volunteers from the Goods Shed on the bar and 
elsewhere a long, busy, but very gratifying day.  Special mention again must go to Jill Dodge and her 
team who with their stalls and raffle helped cover the costs raising over £1,000. The Autumn Draw 
raffle in aid of Goods Shed development is still open with the draw being held on 27th October.  
Prizes include 3 months’ membership of the Vinotopia Wine Club, lunch for two at Number 65 and 
tea for two at the Close Hotel, so do please buy. 

What’s New? 

You may have noticed the new temporary marquee on the old platform which will give café users a 
place to shelter through the winter so wrap up warm and don’t let any weather stop your enjoyment 
of the cafe.  The Trust has submitted a licensing application to allow there to be a secure 
containerised bar by the back door of the Goods Shed opposite the carriage.  This will mainly be 
used at the start and in the interval of evening performances so will not have any impact on the 
environment.   

Handyman/Gardener Anyone?  Talking of the environment, the Trust is keen to maintain the 
surrounding area as tidy and attractive as possible and so is looking for a volunteer or volunteers to 
act as handyman and gardener.  If you could spare a couple of hours a week to do some light 
labouring and gardening please let us know. 
 

Goods Shed Events 

On the 4th of September the Goods Shed returned to full functioning with more than 180 rock fans 
attending a performance by Dire Streets.  On the 8th the ever-popular Stuart Earl Trio entertained 
with their guitar work. Singer-songwriter and Stuart Earl was accompanied by legendary slide 
guitarist Michael Messer and rhythm guitarist extraordinaire Lyndon Webb. 
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Due to roadworks in Cirencester Road the planned performance by  Flats and Sharps on 24th 
September had to be postponed.  This was a pity, especially as in the event the road was not fully 
closed and with a bit more planning and organization Gloucestershire Highways department could 
have given sufficient information to allow it to go ahead.    

Cinema 

The cinema is still struggling to get back to its previous audiences, but it is just as friendly and 
rewarding as it was before Covid.  Now that the nights are drawing in, what better way to relax than 
with a film and a glass of wine at the Goods Shed or, if you prefer, come to the matinee at 2pm?  On 
the 2nd the film was The Courier starring international heart-throb Benedict Cumberbatch as Greville 
Wynne, a businessman drawn into espionage in Moscow.  On the 16th The Father was a star-
studded film with Anthony Hopkins as an aging man who must deal with his progressing dementia.  
The next film, Six Minutes to Midnight, was set 17 days before the start of WWII, when a teacher 
disappears from a coastal boarding school for 20 German teenage girls who are all the daughters of 
leading Germans. Miller (Eddy Izzard) arrives as the replacement teacher but is actually part of 
military intelligence.  For some reason a German school mistress abducts the girls to get them on a 
secret German plane bound for Germany.  Why they were at school during the August holidays, why 
all the leading Germans did not know a war was imminent and why the girls did not just catch the 
ferry back to Germany is a mystery to me and must be why I am not a successful screenwriter.  On 
the 30th we had Ammonite set in 1800s England and about fossil hunter Mary Anning (Kate Winslet).  
When a wealthy visitor entrusts Mary with the care of his wife Charlotte Murchison (Saoirse Ronan), 
she cannot afford to turn his offer down.  Even fine acting could not disguise that this film was woke 
fiction masquerading as history. 

Other Offerings 

September Talk. The talk on the 22nd, “The Answer Lies in the Soil”, was brought to the Goods Shed 
in conjunction with Greening Tetbury and three speakers talked about their experiences of 
sustainable and organic farming.   The speakers, Sophia Ashe, Dr John Medley and Fred Bonestroo, 
between them covered the soil itself, what damages it and what sustains it, the best ways to grow 
fruit and vegetables without using damaging fertilisers, pesticides or fungicides, and global cattle 
farming.  The talk was very well attended and thought provoking. 

Just Jive. On Friday 17th September the BBC featured Jimmy Hannaway and Sarah Vernon’s Just Jive 
class at the Goods Shed.  It was part of a much larger One Show segment showcasing Strictly Come 
dancing but also  looking at how popular dancing had survived through Covid.  The unit director at 
the Goods Shed turned out to be Matt Waddleton, an ex-pupil of SIr William Romney's School, who 
he was pleased to be back in Tetbury. 

Piano Club.  The piano club had another successful session on the 29th of September.  We remain 
in awe of the amateur pianists who willingly and kindly give of their best for the community.  It is 
what the Goods Shed is all about. 

 

200 Club – Grand Draw 

The eighth draw of the 200 Club took place on 1 October.  The winner of £100 was Ann Walsh with 
Jill Dodge and Annabella Lucy winning 2nd and 3rd prizes.   The 200 Club will  continue and you can 
join at any time with your name going into the draw each month for 12 months.  Go to the Goods 
Shed website and follow the instructions for joining the 200 Club or ask at the Goods Shed. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dementia
https://www.greeningtetbury.org/
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Greening Tetbury 

In support of Greening Tetbury the Newsletter brings you its latest tip. 
 

 
 

Exhibition  

On 1st September the Goods Shed opened an exhibition 
of prints by Dr John Andrews.  John is a mathematical 
physicist and former Trustee.  He was formerly a 
research scientist in the electricity supply industry and 
later lectured at Bristol and Oxford Universities. He is a 
joint author of the student textbook ‘Energy Science’. He 
discovered these remarkable images by accident, while 
searching for patterns in the sequence of prime 
numbers. Mathematicians have been studying prime 
numbers for thousands of years, but nobody has yet 
found a formula to predict them. John will give a talk 
about these images, and the fascinating history of prime 
numbers, in the Goods Shed on 6th October. 

 

 
 

 

Three of the picturess produced by John’s 
exploration of prime numbers. These limited 
edition prints are available for purchase. 
. 
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Signal Box & Signal Post 

The signal box has now been 
placed on its base and stands 
proudly to be seen by all arriving 
at the long stay car park.  On 
Sunday 19th September a gang of 
firm-jawed, determined, young 
men, consisting of Nigel Berry, Bill 
and Nick Buss, Barrie Doyle, 
Joseph Durning, Stephen Hirst, 
David Roberts, David Shaw, John 
Turton, David and James Walker, 
lifted the four wall panels on to 
the dwarf walls, slipped the 
tenons into the mortices and 
bolted them all together.  Since 
then, Bill Buss and David Walker 
have fitted the roof joists, door 
and windows into place.  We still 
have the roof planking, slate tiling 
and finials to put into place before 
the exterior is complete.    The 
interior will then need flooring, 
insulating and panelling. 

Meanwhile Nigel Berry with 
help from Will Cook and 
Grayham Cleaver have built a 
base for the signal post which 
should soon be in position at 
the side of the signal box.  With 
signal, signal box and carriage 
highly visible we hope to entice 
more visitors who arrive at the 
long-term car park into the 
Goods Shed and café. 

 

  

Above: A Chinese parliament considers which way up the panel should go 
but all ends well. 
Below Left: The newly erected signal box is suitably christened. 
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From the Archive 

In the absence of anything new to write about Tetbury’s branch line, this month’s “From the 
Archive” looks at some of the technicalities of operating steam engines. 

The Duties of Firemen and Drivers 

Previously in the archive we have spoken of the career progression from engine cleaner to fireman 
to driver.  The engine cleaner not only cleaned the engine, raked out the firebox at the end of the 
day and emptied the ash tray below, but also often came into the shed very early in the morning to 
light the fire.  This was usually done with an oily rag and wood kindling with some carefully placed 
coals on top.  It could take up to two hours to get the pressure in the boiler up to that needed for 
working a train.  Hopefully by then the appointed fireman would have turned up. 

The Fireman. The fireman is far more than a coal-shoveller, he is a craftsman; a good one is also an 
artist. In terms of safety his most important duty is to ensure that the boiler always has sufficient 
water; without it enormous damage could be caused to the firebox and boiler.  To top up the boiler 
he would turn the valve wheel for the steam injector and thus, by an ingenious invention that defies 
a layman’s understanding, exhaust steam forces water from the tank against a greater pressure into 
the boiler.   
The most well-known duty of the fireman is to put coal onto the fire, but it took great skill to shovel 
coal through a small hole onto a firebox grate that could be up to 50 or 60 square feet in size.  The 
coal had to be evenly spread to ensure maximum heating of the boiler. Unlike diesel or electric the 
steam engine could not suddenly turn on extra power.  The fireman had to know what was coming 
up.  If it was an uphill climb he had to ensure that the fire was banked up and glowing hot at the 
bottom of the incline.  By the time that the engine came to the summit and began to coast the fire 
had to be reduced or pressure would build up and blow excess steam through the safety valve.   
When not eyeing the water level the fireman has to be watching the boiler pressure gauge.  He must 
also ensure that the coal is being burnt efficiently which means ensuring that it receives the right 
amount of air.  Exhaust steam from the pistons is sent up the chimney by means of a blast pipe and 
this draws air through the firebox and boiler.  If there is not enough air, the coal will not be fully 
burnt and the smoke will be black; with too much air the fire cools and steam production slows but it 
is mainly steam going up the chimney giving a white smoke.  Fortunately, more effort by the engine 
produces more steam passing through the blast pipe which creates a greater draught and increases 
steam production, but the fireman must always be adjusting the blowers or the dampers to fine tune 
the amount of air passing over the fire to create a nice light brown smoke out of the chimney.  Other 
fireman’s duties include looking after the tender, including the coal and water levels, and ensuring 
that the carriages on his train are supplied with enough steam heat to keep the passengers 
comfortable.  
The step from fireman to driver is not an obvious progression.  The fireman is concerned very much 
with the management and mechanics of the engine while the driver is more outward looking and 
concerned with the road ahead, the rules of the railway, the signals and the rate of progress.  

The Driver. To drive a steam engine the driver has first to ensure that he has enough steam 
pressure and that the signals and the guard have given clearance to proceed.   It is vital when an 
engine first starts to ensure the cylinder cocks are open because the cylinders will be cold and when 
steam is introduced it will condense into water.    This water cannot compress so as the pistons drive 
forward great damage will be caused to the cylinders unless there is an outlet for the water, and this 
is what the cylinder cocks provide.  Of course, some steam is ejected and this is what can give one a 
fright when standing too close to an engine when it first pulls out of the station. The engine can now 
be put “into gear”, forwards or back, by suitably turning the reversing screw.  When starting, the 
reversing screw is wound fully open; this allows steam into the cylinders for as long as the piston is 
going forward. The next step is to release the brakes.  In the early days this was just a wheel 
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connected to a simple mechanical device to clamp the engine’s wheels, but in later years it was a 
lever that controlled air pressure to brakes on the wheels of both the engine and the carriages.  
Before moving off a tug on the whistle cord has to be given to let people know that the engine is 
about to proceed.   The regulator, a lever mounted either vertically or horizontally, is gradually 
opened and this controls the amount of steam entering the cylinders.  When the engine has 
gathered speed the reversing screw can be wound back to reduce the time that steam has available 
to enter the cylinders thereby becoming more economical.  When fully warmed up the cylinder 
cocks can be closed. 

Needless to say, there are many other duties for the driver to perform.  On hills and in frosty or wet 
conditions he may need to use the sanding control which regulates a flow of sand in front of the 
driving wheels to improve traction.  As driver he has overall responsibility for the engine and needs 
to supervise the fireman as well as to ensure that the many lubrication points on the engine are all 
topped up prior to setting out.  Most importantly he is watching the signals in order to stop when 
ordered and otherwise ensuring that the train is travelling at the correct speed.  But that’s a story for 
another time. 

 

Contact me if you have any questions or wish to contribute to the newsletter:  David Walker, 01666 500137 or 
opheliatheboat@gmail.com. 

Terence Cuneo’s painting of Alan Peglar at the controls of his own locomotive, “Flying Scotsman”, a far 
grander engine that ever ran on the Tetbury branch line. His hand is on the regulator with the reversing 
screw (cut-off) immediately below. 


